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MARKET SOAPSHFT

Market flicate
,Oat tyDep of beTt pecuritiep offeringp are tyDical? anb Oow active ip tOe 
marketI

Luxembourg is a renowned ,nancial centre that is particularly active in the debt segment of 
the capital markets. As a result of a favourable legal and tax frameworkq debt issuances of 
all types are freSuently structured through Luxembourg. In additionq the markets operated 
by the Luxembourg :tock Exchange (Lux:E) are prominent in the listing and negotiation of 
debt instruments.

To dateq the Lux:E operates two markets•

1 the Regulated Market (within the meaning of Directive 20/456F5EU on markets in 
,nancial instrumentsq as amended (Mi;ID II))q known as Bourse de Luxembourgj and

1 the Exchange Regulated Marketq set up in 200F as a multilateral trading facility (MT;) 
(within the meaning of Mi;ID II)q which provides an alternative market to the Regulated 
Market (ieq the Euro MT;).

The Lux:E also offers the possibility for issuers to list their securities on its :ecurities O7cial 
List (:OL) without admission to trading. The :OL is designed for issuers looking for visibility 
without the possibility of having their securities traded. :ecurities listed on the :OL are not 
sub9ect to the extensive regulatory framework applicable to securities admitted to trading on 
trading venuesq such as the Regulated Market and the Euro MT;.

Moreoverq within the framework of Regulation (EU) No. 20/J5//2’ of /4 zune 20/J on the 
prospectus to be published when securities are offered to the public or admitted to trading 
on a regulated marketq as amended (the Prospectus Regulation)q the Lux:E has established 
a professional segment for each of the two markets it operates. The professional segments 
are speci,cally designed for issuers targeting professional clients (within the meaning of 
Mi;ID II) only. :ecurities admitted to the professional segments are not accessible to retail 
investors. Trading on the professional segments is only allowed for professional investors.

In 20/6q the Lux:E launched the Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX)q which is the world‘s 
,rst and leading platform dedicated exclusively to greenq social and sustainable ,nancial 
instruments. It was awarded a prestigious pri3e in the category 8;inancing for Climate 
;riendly Investment‘ at the United Nations Global Climate Action Award 2020. Issuers whose 
securities are listed on the LGX bene,t from higher visibility and investors en9oy easy access 
to sustainable ,nancial instruments and a high level of transparency.

According to publicly available information and recent ,gures provided by the Lux:Eq as of H0 
November 202Hq the markets operated by the Lux:E had 42q640 Suotation lines of securities 
in J/ currencies from over /qJ€’ issuers in ’’ countries.

About F€ per cent of debt securities listed in Luxembourg are listed on the Regulated 
Market. At presentq a broad range of debt securities are traded on the Lux:E. H€ per cent 
of all securities traded on the markets operated by the Lux:E are debt securitiesq excluding 
structured securities. These debt securities include•

1
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International debt• the Lux:E is the European leader in terms of listed international 
bonds.

1 &igh-yield bonds• the Lux:E is Europe‘s leading exchange for the listing of high-yield 
bonds.

1 Green bonds• with ’’’ green bonds listed in H0 currencies by 202 issuers as at H0 
November 202Hq the Lux:E is the leading listing venue for green bonds. In October 
202/q the LGX listed the ,rst green bond issued by the European Commission under 
the NextGenerationEU programme. This W/2 billion bond issuance wasq at the time of 
listingq the world‘s largest green bond issued to date. It is still the largest green bond 
displayed on the LGX.

1 :ocial bonds• as of H0 November 202Hq /JJ bonds have been categorised as socialq 
including bonds issued by Microq :mall V Medium Enterprises Bonds :A and the 
Nederlandse $aterschapsbank N'. In October 2020q the Lux:E also marked the 
listing of the ,rst social bond issued under the EU :upport to mitigate Unemployment 
Risk in an Emergency (:URE) programme in the context of the covid-/’ pandemic. By 
March 2022q the European Commission had issued W’/.€ billion social bonds under 
the :UREq all listed on the Lux:E and displayed on the LGX. :ocial bonds are bonds the 
proceeds of which must be used to ,nance or re,nance social pro9ects or activities 
that achieve positive social outcomes or address a social issue or both.

1 :ustainable bonds• as of H0 November 202Hq F€/ bonds have been categorised as 
sustainableq including bonds issued by the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Developmentq the International Development Associationq the BNG Bank N' and :G 
Issuer. :ustainable bonds are bonds the proceeds of which are exclusively used to 
,nance or re,nance a combination of green and social pro9ects or activities.

1 Dim sum bonds• in 20//q the Lux:E admitted to trading the ,rst dim sum bondsq 
denominated in China‘s yuan. :ome 4€ per cent of dim sum bonds that are listed on 
European stock exchanges are listed with the Lux:E and the ,rst offshore yuan bonds 
in the euro3one by a mainland China issuer are also listed with the Lux:E.

1 :overeign debt• the Lux:E lists at least one issue of the sovereign debt of 62 different 
countries.

1 :ukuk• the Lux:E was the ,rst European stock exchange to list sukuks in 2002. :ome 
22 sukuks have since then been listed on the Lux:E (including the sovereign sukuk 
issued by the Luxembourg state in 20/4q the ,rst sovereign sukuk to be denominated 
in euros).

1 :upranational debt• Luxembourg remains a prominent listing venue for supranational 
debt issuersq including the EIBq the $orld Bankq the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Developmentq the European :tability Mechanism and the European Commission.

1 Asset-backed securities• in November 202Hq there were /€HH asset-backed securities 
from HF’ issuers.

1 Debt issuance programmes• there were about F/6 debt issuance programmes in 
operation on the Lux:E as of November 202H.

1 Others• the Lux:E also lists other types of debt instrumentsq such as indexed bondsq 
convertible bonds and commercial papers.
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Moreoverq to keep up with recent market developments and the increasing interest in 
sustainable ,nanceq the Lux:E decided in November 2020q to welcome sustainability linked 
bonds on its LGX platform. As of H0 November 202Hq there were ’2 sustainability linked 
bonds on the LGX platform (including Aegea ;inance :ARLq Orbia Advance Corporation :AB 
De C' and Rexel :A).

In ;ebruary 202/q the Lux:E teamed up with the Climate Bonds Initiative (an international 
non-pro,t organisation aimed at mobilising the U:–/00 trillion bond market for climate 
solutions) to display on the LGX a brand-new section dedicated exclusively to climate-aligned 
issuers (CAI)q which are public or private companies with outstanding debts that are not 
labelled as greenq social or sustainability bondsq but which ,nance climate-aligned activities. 
The Climate Bonds-LGX Climate-Aligned Issuers section includes /’ CAIs in /4 different 
countries.

In April 202Hq the Lux:E won the pri3e of QExchange of the YearQ at the Environmental ;inance 
Bond Awards 202H for the sixth year in a rowq for its work in advancing gender ,nance and 
fostering sustainable ,nance in emerging markets.

On H/ zanuary 2022q the Lux:E listed the ,rst security tokens representing a debt instrument 
on the :OL. In the ,rst phaseq the Lux:E only considers applications that ful,l the following 
criteria• debt instruments offered exclusively to Suali,ed investors (as de,ned in the 
Prospectus Regulation) or issued in a denomination per unit that amounts to at least 
W/00q000j issuers having previously issued securities in capital markets or applications 
having a proven track record in capital market transactionsj and pricing in ,at currency. To 
be considered for admission on the :OLq security tokens must comply with the Guidelines 
for the registration of DLT ;inancial Instruments onto the :OL (published by the Lux:E in 
zanuary 2022) as well as the Lux:E Rulebook.

This development was followed by the admission of three digital securities issued by the EIBq 
including the world‘s ,rst digital Climate Awareness Bondq which was admitted on the Lux:E 
in zune 202H. 

The Lux:E also listedq in October 202Hq the ,rst ,nancial instrument issued on a Distributed 
Ledger Technology (DLT) and admitted to trading in the European Union. The W/00 million 
Digital Native Noteq issued by the $orld Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development) using Euroclear‘s new Digital :ecurities Issuance service and admitted on the 
Lux:E‘s Regulated Marketq marks the ,rst time a digitally native security issued on a DLT 
infrastructure is admitted to trading on a market falling within the scope of Mi;ID II. 

As of H0 November 202Hq there were eight security tokens admitted on the Lux:Eq three of 
these were digital green bonds.

;urther to a memorandum of understanding signed on May 2022 with the United Nations 
Entity for Gender ESuality and the Empowerment of $omenq the Lux:E has been agging 
sustainable gender-focused bonds displayed on the LGX that either raise ,nancing for 
pro9ect advancing gender eSuality and women‘s empowered or set gender eSuality targets. 
As of December 202Hq 6F gender-focused bonds were listed on the Lux:E and displayed 
on the LGX. Gender-focused bonds are socialq sustainability or sustainability-linked bonds 
that allocate all or part of their proceeds or set clear key performance indicators related to 
advancing gender eSuality in their issuer documentation and carry post-issuance reporting 
attesting to the issuer‘s concrete actions.
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;inallyq Regulation (EU) 202H526H/ of 22 November 202H on European Green Bonds 
and optional disclosures for bonds marketed as environmentally sustainable and for 
sustainability-linked bonds (the EU Green Bond Regulation)q which entered into force on 
20 December 202Hq will apply as of 2/ December 2024. The EU Green Bond Regulation 
aims to make green bonds more transparent and comparable based on their environmental 
ob9ectives to reduce the risk of greenwashing. The proceeds of green bonds should only 
be able to be invested in taxonomy-aligned economic activities. Issuers must ful,l the 
reSuirements of the EU Green Bond Regulation in order to use the designation QEU Green 
BondsQ.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x

ReGylatorz graceqork
AepcriTe tOe general regime for beTt pecuritiep offeringp@

The regulatory framework applicable to public offers of debt securitiesq and to their listingq 
is set out in the Prospectus Regulation and the Law of /6 zuly 20/’ on prospectuses for 
securities (the Prospectus Law).

In additionq the admission to trading of debt securities on both markets operated by the 
Lux:E is sub9ect to the Rules and Regulations of the Lux:E (the Lux:E Rules).

In Luxembourgq the offer of debt securities may be sub9ect to one of the three following 
regimesq depending on the nature of the offering and the market where the securities are to 
be admitted to trading.

;irst regime

Offer of debt securities to the public and admission to trading on a regulated market (within 
the meaning of MiFID II) subject to an EU-wide, harmonised framework under the Prospectus 
Regulation

No offer of debt securities to the public or admission to trading on the Regulated Market 
within the territory of Luxembourg is allowed unless a prospectus has been duly approved 
by the Luxembourg competent authority (ieq the ;inancial :ector :upervisory Commission-
(C::;)) or by a foreign competent authority and passported to Luxembourgq each in 
accordance with the Prospectus Regulation. An offer of securities to the public is understood 
as a communication to persons in any form and by any meansq presenting su7cient 
information on the terms of the offer and the securities to be offeredq to enable an investor 
to decide to purchase or subscribe to those securities.

A prospectus drawn up in accordance with this regime is sub9ect to EU harmonisation 
under the Prospectus Regulation and bene,ts from the European passportq meaning that 
a prospectus approved by a European competent authority may be passported to any other 
member state for the purposes of an offer or a listing.

:econd regime

Offers of debt securities to the public and admission to trading of securities falling outside 
the scope of the Prospectus Regulation
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$ithout pre9udice to any exemption that may apply under the Prospectus Lawq no offer 
to the public or admission to trading on the regulated market of debt securities falling 
outside the scope of the Prospectus Regulation is allowedq unless an alleviated prospectus 
is approved by the C::; (for offers to the public) or by the Lux:E (for admissions to trading) 
in accordance with the Prospectus Law. An alleviated prospectus does not bene,t from the 
European passport regime. The rules that apply are speci,c to Luxembourg andq as a resultq 
are not harmonised.

Third regime

Admission to trading on a non-regulated market in Luxembourg

The Prospectus Law empowers the Lux:E to approve prospectuses for listings on the Euro 
MT;q in accordance with the Lux:E Rules. &igh-yield bonds typically listed on the Euro MT; 
areq in generalq sub9ect to this framework.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x

UILIO: AOD DFCYMEOTARQ REéYIREMEOTS

:eneral dlinG re yirecents
Give betailp of any qling resuirementp for DuTlic offeringp of beTt 
pecuritiep@ dutline any resuirementp for beTt pecuritiep tOat are not 
aDDlicaTle to offeringp of otOer pecuritiep@

Unless an exemption under the Prospectus Regulation or the Law of /6 zuly 20/’ on 
prospectuses for securities (the Prospectus Law) appliesq no offer of debt securities shall 
be made to the public within the territory of Luxembourg without the prior publication 
of a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectusq duly approved by the ;inancial :ector 
:upervisory Commission (C::;) or by the competent authority of another member state 
and passported to Luxembourg.

ReSuirements in connection with an application with the C::; for the approval of a 
prospectus are set out in the Prospectus Regulationq the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 
20/’5’€0q the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’J’q the Prospectus Lawq the C::; 
Circular /’5J24q as amended (CC:; Circular /’5J24) and the C::; Circular 2/5JJ/ on the 
application of the guidelines of the European :ecurities and Markets Authority on disclosure 
reSuirements under the Prospectus Regulation of 20 April 202/ (C::; Circular 2/5JJ/).

Applications related to the Prospectus Regulation and the Prospectus Law must be 
submitted through a C::; web platform called e-Prospectus.

The application shall include the following•

1 The documents to be approvedq in particular the draft prospectus containing all 
information reSuired for investors to make an informed assessment andq where 
applicableq the documents incorporated by reference that have not yet been approved 
by the C::; beforehand.

1 Documents included by reference in the prospectus must also be ,led (in a searchable 
electronic format) with the C::; and be accessible through hyperlinks pointing 
directly to the relevant documentsq which must remain valid and freely accessible 
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for at least /0 years. To comply with these reSuirementsq the Luxembourg :tock 
Exchange (Lux:E) has built the Perma Link Upload :ervice  PLU: tool.

1 A cross-reference list indicating where the information reSuired under the relevant 
annexes of the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’€0 can be found in the draft 
prospectus. In the case of a base prospectusq a precise indication as to which 
category (Aq B and C categories introduced by the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 
20/’5’€0) the information belongs.

1 To the extent applicableq a reasoned waiver reSuest in relation to certain information 
reSuired under the relevant regulation.

Applications shall be ,led with the C::; by the issuerq the offeror or by a person acting on 
behalf of one of those persons. The issuer may draw up the prospectus as a single document 
or as separate documentsq composed of a registration documentq containing information 
on the issuerq a securities note containing information on the securitiesq and a summary (if 
applicable).

$hen securities are issued under a base prospectusq the ,nal terms of the offered securities 
shall be ,led with the C::; and published in accordance with the Prospectus Regulation.

Every signi,cant new factorq material mistake or material inaccuracy relating to the 
information included in a prospectus that may affect the assessment of the securities 
and that arises or is noted between the time when the prospectus is approved and the 
closing of the offer period or the time when trading on a regulated market beginsq whichever 
occurs laterq shall be mentioned in a supplement to the prospectus without undue delay. 
:upplements shall be submitted to the C::; for approval.

$hen a prospectus is submitted to the C::; for approval in connection with an admission 
to trading on the Regulated Marketq a separate application for the admission to trading will 
have to be ,led with the Lux:E as well.

In accordance with the Prospectus Regulationq issuers seeking to raise funds on a 
regular basis can ,le a universal registration document (URD)q which describes the 
issuer‘s organisationq businessq ,nancial positionq earnings and prospectsq governance and 
shareholding structure. The mechanism is available to issuers whose securities are admitted 
to trading on the Regulated Market or the Euro multilateral trading facility (MT;). Once 
approved for two consecutive ,nancial yearsq subseSuent URDs can be ,led or amended 
without prior approval of the competent authority. ;reSuent issuers will thus bene,t from a 
fast-track prospectus approval process. 

:eparatelyq the Lux:E Rules will govern the ,ling processq the approval and the content 
reSuirements applicable to prospectuses in connection with the admission to trading of 
securities on the Euro MT;.

On /0 October 2022q the Lux:E launched a so-called ;astLane service further to which 
eligible issuers on the Euro MT; may be fully exempted from the otherwise mandatory 
approval of their listing particulars by the Lux:E. The ;astLane process bene,ts the following 
types of issuances•

1 non-eSuity securities and eSuity convertible bonds issued by issuers whose shares 
are admitted to trading on a regulated market (within the meaning of Directive 
20/456F5EU on markets in ,nancial instrumentsq as amended) or eSuivalentj
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1 non-eSuity securities issued or guaranteed by states (other than member states)q their 
regional or local authoritiesj

1 non-eSuity securities issued by or guaranteed by member states‘ regional or local 
authoritiesj

1 non-eSuity securities issued by multilateral institutions that are not public 
international bodiesq and of which at least one Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) member state is a memberj

1 securities issued by central banksj and

1 securities issued by associations with legal status or non-pro,t-making bodiesq 
recognised by a member state or an OECD member stateq to obtain the means 
necessary to achieve their non-pro,t-making ob9ectives.

ualifying issuers must ,le an admission document containing the terms and conditions of 
the securities for which admission to trading is soughtq in a searchable electronic format. The 
Lux:E will neither review nor approve the admission document. In additionq an application 
form for obtaining a ;astLane admission must be ,lled in and must include public sources 
of information about the issuer and the securities. The Lux:E can reSuire the submission of 
any other document that it may deem necessary.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x

Prospeftys re yirecents
jn a DuTlic offering of beTt pecuritiep? mupt tOe ippuer Drobuce a 
DropDectup or pimilar bocumentationI ,Oat information mupt it containI

Unless an exemption under the Prospectus Regulation or the Prospectus Law (or both) 
appliesq no offer of debt securities shall be made to the public within the territory of 
Luxembourg without the prior publication of a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus 
approved either by the C::; or by the competent authority of another member state and 
passported in Luxembourg.

The prospectus shall comply with the following reSuirements•

1 Information reSuirements•

1
1 Prospectuses for public offers of debt securities shall comply with the 

information reSuirements set out in the Prospectus Regulationq the Delegated 
Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’€0 and the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 
20/’5’J’q including the relevant annexes applicable to debt instruments.

1 The prospectus will contain information on the assets and liabilities of the 
issuerq its ,nancial positionq pro,ts and lossesq future prospects and the 
rights attached to the offered securities. The prospectus shall also include 
information on the applicable risk factorsq business and markets‘ descriptionsq 
,nancial statements of the issuer and management discussion and analysis.

1 It will need to contain a summary conveyingq in non-technical languageq the 
essential characteristics and risks associated with the issuerq any guarantor 
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and the securities. The Prospectus Regulation and the Delegated Regulation 
(EU) No. 20/’5’J’ detail the features of such summary. &oweverq certain 
exemptions from the obligation to include a summary can apply (egq for debt 
instruments having a minimum denomination of at least W/00q000).

1 The C::; may reSuest further information to be included in the prospectus for 
certain types of issuers.

1 A simpli,ed disclosure regime for secondary issuances under the framework 
of the Prospectus Regulation also allows issuers  under certain conditions  
to draw up a simpli,ed prospectus.

1 Additionallyq the Prospectus Regulation introduces the concept of an EU 
growth prospectus for certain issues by small and medium-si3ed enterprisesq 
which permits an alleviated standard of disclosure in a standardised format. 
These provisions aim to facilitate access to capital markets for smaller 
companies.

1 Language reSuirements•

1
1 $here Luxembourg is the home member state (as de,ned by the Prospectus 

Regulation) and an offer to the public is made in Luxembourg onlyq the 
prospectus may be drawn up in Luxembourgishq Englishq ;rench or German.

1 The same applies where Luxembourg is the home member state and public 
offers are made in one or more other member states. &oweverq in such a caseq 
the prospectus shall also be made available either in a language accepted 
by the competent authorities of each host member state or in a language 
customary in the sphere of international ,nanceq at the choice of the issuer 
or offeror.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x

Dofycentation
AepcriTe tOe brafting Drocepp for tOe offering bocument@

Market practice in Luxembourg for the drafting of offering documentationq notably the 
prospectusq closely follows international practicesq standards and procedures.

Typicallyq the prospectus or offering memorandum is drafted by the issuer‘s counsel (often 
a 9oint effort by local and international counsels)q in accordance with applicable rules and 
regulations and closely reviewed by the issuer‘s management teamq the investment banksq 
acting as managers and initial underwriters or purchasersq the auditors and their respective 
counsels. It is common practice to hold regular drafting sessions involving all partiesq notably 
for the most relevant sectionsq such as the description of the debt instrumentsq management 
analysis and discussions of business prospects.

There are key documentation issues concerning the level and detail of disclosure on the 
issuer‘s business and prospectsq including the relevant risk factorsq the description of certain 
matters of Luxembourg law relevant in the context of the issuance (ieq insolvency lawq 
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corporate governance and tax) and the description of the main legal features of the debt 
instruments.

$here the offer Suali,es as an offer to the public (and no exemption from the obligation to 
draw up a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus applies) or if the debt instruments 
are to be admitted to trading on a regulated market and the issuer‘s home member state 
(within the meaning of the Prospectus Regulation) is in Luxembourgq the drafting process 
also involves the C::; as the Luxembourg competent authority for the purposes of the 
Prospectus Regulation. The C::; will comment in detail on the draft documentation until 
it is approved.

The drafting process for offerings bene,ting from an exemption from the obligation to 
draw up a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus follows a similar process and will 
be sub9ect to high standards of care and transparency. If such an offer is followed by an 
application for listing on the O7cial List of the Lux:E and an admission to trading of the 
debt securities on the Euro MT;q the Lux:E will be involved in the review process.
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Issuances and offers of debt securities are primarily governed by the following three key 
documents•

1 The terms and conditions of the debt instruments set out in detail the legal content 
of the debt instruments to be offeredq governing the calculation and payment 
of interestsq the amortisation of the principalq the events triggering a mandatory 
or voluntary early redemptionq the events of defaultq etc. Although these may be 
governed by Luxembourg lawq it is common to have debt instruments issued by 
Luxembourg issuers governed by English law or New York lawq speci,cally for the 
high-yield bonds segment (in which Luxembourg is particularly active). The debt 
instruments are created under a trust deed or an indentureq whichq in addition to the 
terms and conditionsq will describe the applicable security package and guaranteesq 
and detail the usual incurrence and maintenance covenants agreed by the issuer.

1 The underwriting or purchase agreement (or dealer agreement for debt programmes) 
governs the relationship between the issuer and the ,nancial intermediaries who will 
assist in placing the instruments with the ,nal investors. This agreement is usually 
con,dential and not disclosed to investors.

1 The agency agreement governs the relationship between the issuerq the trustee and 
the agent appointed to administer the outstanding debt instrumentsq including the 
payments of interest and principalq updates to the register of bondholders (if any)q the 
sending of notices to investors and other actions on behalf of the issuer.

The terms and conditions areq as a ruleq fully disclosed in the applicable prospectus or 
offering memorandum prepared in connection with the offer. In additionq the terms and 
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conditions and the agency agreement are usually made available to investors at the 
registered o7ce of the issuer or the appointed agent.

In additionq other documents that may be prepared in connection with the offer include the 
relevant issuer‘s corporate authorisationsq the global notes and5or certi,cates representing 
the debt instrumentsq engagement letters for auditors and the listing applications. 

$hen a trustee or a common representative acting on behalf of the holders of the debt 
instruments is appointedq which is also commonq a trust deed or an appointment agreement 
is put in place setting out the rolesq rights and obligations of the entity appointed to act on 
behalf ofq and in the interest of the investors. ;or high-yield bonds issuancesq this is achieved 
under the applicable trust deed or indenture.

;urthermoreq for secured issuancesq as often is the case with high-yield bondsq the 
contractual documentation will also include the relevant security documents.
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Contractual documents relating to offers of debt securities are not sub9ect to regulatory 
approval. Only prospectuses prepared pursuant to the Prospectus Regulationq or the 
Prospectus Law (or both) shall be approved by the relevant authority prior to their publication.

Once approved by the relevant competent authorityq the prospectus shall be made available 
to the public prior toq and at the latest atq the beginning of the public offer of the debt securities 
involved. In accordance with the Prospectus Regulationq the prospectus will be deemed 
available to the public when published in electronic form on any of the following websites•

1 the website of the issuer or offerorj

1 the website of the ,nancial intermediaries placing or selling the securitiesq including 
paying agentsj or

1 the website of the Lux:E.

Offering documents falling under an exemption from the obligation to publish a Prospectus 
Regulation compliant prospectus (such as high-yield bonds) are not sub9ect to the approval 
process.
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Upon submission of the draft prospectusq the C::; shall notify the issuer within /0 working 
days of its decision regarding the approval of the prospectus. ;reSuent issuers with a 
universal registration document may bene,t from a fast-track approval process of ,ve 
working days. ;ailure by the C::; to notify its decision within the review period is considered 
an implicit decision of refusal.

If the C::; ,ndsq on reasonable groundsq that the submitted documents are incomplete or 
that supplementary information is neededq it shall notify the issuer or offeror within the review 
period speci,ed aboveq and the review period shall start to run only from the date on which 
such information is provided.

The effective timetable for the approval of the prospectus can thus vary from two to three 
weeks to two or more monthsq mainly depending on whether the issuer is a ,rst-time issuerq 
the existence of a registration documentq the characteristics of the offer (cross-borderq etc) or 
the securities offered (egq the complexity of the terms and conditions) and the completeness 
of the ,le.

;or a ,rst-time offeror or in the case of a complex transaction as well as for transactions 
aimed at the retail marketq it is thus advisable to ,le the offering documentation well in 
advance.

During the offer periodq any promotional communication or advertisement relating to an 
offer of securities to the public must be clearly recognisable as suchq and the information 
contained therein cannot be inaccurate or misleading and must be in line with the 
prospectus.

The document shall also indicate that a prospectus has been or will be published and shall 
specify where potential investors are or will be able to retrieve a copy thereof.

Advertisements disseminated to potential retail investors are sub9ect to speci,c 
reSuirements detailed in the Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’J’.

:imilar rules apply to public offers made pursuant to an alleviated prospectus.

Regulation (EU) No. F’6520/4 on market abuseq as amended (the Market Abuse Regulation) 
and as supplemented in particular by the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 
20/65’F€q sets out an EU harmonised framework for persons producing or disseminating 
investment recommendations relating to listed securities. The aim is to ensure high 
standards of fairnessq probity and transparency so as to avoid misleading market 
participants or the public.
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The C::; will not approve a prospectus until it is satis,ed that it meets all the reSuirements 
set out in the Prospectus Regulation (including any applicable delegated and implementing 
regulations relating thereto) and in Part II of the Prospectus Law (for a Prospectus Regulation 
compliant prospectus) or in Part III of the Prospectus Law (for an alleviated prospectus).
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:imilarlyq the Lux:E will refuse to approve any listing particulars drawn up for the purposes 
of listing on the O7cial List and admitting to trading debt securities on the Euro MT;q unless 
the reSuirements set out in the Lux:E Rules are met.
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In principleq offers of securities to the public in Luxembourg reSuire the publication of a 
prospectus that complies with the Prospectus Regulationq either approved by the C::; 
or by the competent authority of another member state and subseSuently passported to 
Luxembourg. The Prospectus Regulation and the Prospectus Lawq howeverq provide for a set 
of exemptions from the obligation to publish a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus.

This will be notably the case for the following offers of debt securities•

1 offers addressed to Suali,ed investors (as de,ned in the Prospectus Regulation) onlyj

1 offers addressed to fewer than /F0 natural or legal persons per member stateq other 
than Suali,ed investorsj

1 offers of securities whose denomination per unit amounts to at least W/00q000j or

1 offers addressed to investors who acSuire debt securities for a total consideration of 
at least W/00q000 per investorq for each separate offer.

;urthermoreq Luxembourg has opted for the small-scale exemption introduced by the 
Prospectus Regulationq pursuant to which issues of securities are exempt from the obligation 
to publish a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus if the total amount of the offer in 
all member states is less than W€ million (on a rolling /2-month basis). Prior noti,cation must 
be sent to the C::; when making use of this exemption.

;or offers with a total consideration in all member states of at least WF million and less than 
W€ million over a /2-month periodq an information note must be published in accordance 
with the Prospectus Lawq in addition to the prior noti,cation to the C::;. The Prospectus 
Regulation will not apply to offers of securities with a total consideration in all member states 
of less than W/ million over a /2-month period.

&igh-yield bond issuances structured out of Luxembourg will typically be exempt from the 
reSuirement to publish a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectusq as such offers are 
usually addressed solely to Suali,ed investors.

&oweverq any subseSuent resale of debt securities (including the placement of securities 
through ,nancial intermediaries) that previously fell within one of the aforementioned 
exemptions will be regarded as a separate offer and could trigger an obligation to publish a 
Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectusq unless one of the aforementioned exemptions 
applies to the said resale itself.

:imilar exemptions apply to offers of securities governed by Part III of the Prospectus Law 
(ieq the alleviated regime).
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$hile there are no speci,c rules governing exempt offers of securitiesq general principles 
of Luxembourg law will remain applicableq particularly regarding liability for inaccurate 
or incomplete information. Issuers and underwriters in the context of exempt offers are 
therefore reSuired to treat all prospective investors (including Suali,ed investors) fairly and 
eSuallyq particularly concerning the material information made available in the context of the 
offer.
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;or offers reSuiring the approval of a prospectus by the C::;q the primary focus is on drafting 
such a document in view of its submission to the regulator. This is a 9oint task carried 
out by the issuerq the underwriters and their respective advisersq which will take in normal 
circumstancesq from four to /0 weeksq depending on the characteristics and track record of 
the relevant issuer. The C::; will agree on a tentative timetable for approvalq although the 
approval will in any event be sub9ect to all legal reSuirements being complied with.

Once the prospectus is approved andq if applicableq passported to any other relevant member 
statesq the offer period can startq usually for a period ranging between ,ve and /F days.

In parallelq the issuer‘s management team and the underwriters will conduct marketing and 
sales activities to reach out to investors.

As the offer period comes to an endq the underwriters will proceed with the allocation of the 
offer and its settlementq which usually occurs on the second day following the end of the 
offer period. Price stabilisation activitiesq if anyq will follow usually during a period of up to H0 
days.

Exempt offers of debt securities for which an application for listing on the O7cial List 
and admission to trading on the Euro MT; is made (egq high-yield bonds) are sub9ect to 
less stringent regulatory reSuirements and a more exible processq especially in terms of 
marketing activitiesq which may begin earlier in the process. The prospectus is approved by 
the Lux:E between two and four weeks following the ,rst ,ling.
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Customary documentation to be produced in connection with the closing of a debt issuance 
includes•

1 legal counsels‘ legal opinions covering matters of Luxembourg law (including private 
international law)j
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1 certi,cates issued by appropriate o7cers of the issuer or guarantorq providing usual 
assurances as to solvency and authority to enter into the relevant transaction 
documentsj and

1 auditor‘s opinions and comfort letters.
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Listing on the Regulated Market

C::; fees

Approval fee

1 :tand-alone prospectus

1 Base prospectus

1 WFqJ20

1 W€q’/0

Additional fees may apply for the approval of supplementsq as well as in the case of 
multiple issuers or guarantors. The overall amount levied by the C::; shall in no event 
exceed W22q000.

Lux:E fees ;irst listing

Listing fee W/qF00

Maintenance fee Maximum W€00

Listing on the Euro MT;

Lux:E fees ;irst listing

Approval fee WHq000

Listing fee W/qF00

Maintenance fee Maximum W€00
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In both casesq supranational issuers and recurrent issuers bene,t from reduced fees of the 
Lux:E.
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The Luxembourg :tock Exchange (Lux:E) lists and admits to trading eSuity linked notesq 
hybrid notesq exchangeable and convertible bonds and has a high market share in this area. 
The post-200€ global ,nancial crisis years have seen a signi,cant increase in these types 
of products issued mostly by ,nancial sector entities seeking to meet regulatory capital 
reSuirements.

The launch in 20/6 of the Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX) has boosted interest in green 
securities listings in Luxembourg. The LGX is the ,rst platform dedicated exclusively to green 
securities. The LGX helps issuers market their green securities by generating awareness 
about their green pro9ects. It is expected to be further enhanced by the entry into force and 
application of the EU Green Bond Regulation.

In additionq under the umbrella of the LGXq issuers can also list social and sustainable bonds. 
These two categories of bonds are based on strict eligibility criteria that are in line with the 
:ocial Bond Principles and the :ustainability Bond Guidelines developed by the International 
Capital Markets Association (ICMA). An independent assessment on the use of proceedsq a 
selection process and management of proceeds is reSuired for social or sustainable bonds 
to be categorised as such. The Lux:E also welcomes sustainability linked bonds on its LGX 
platform since the publication of ICMA‘s :ustainability-Linked Bond Principles in zune 2020.
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Issuance of special debt instruments generally follows the rules that apply to the offer and 
admission to trading of debt instruments.

;or Regulation (EU) No. 20/J5//2’ of /4 zune 20/J on the prospectus to be published when 
securities are offered to the public or admitted to trading on a regulated marketq as amended 
(the Prospectus Regulation) compliant transactionsq the relevant offering documentation 
will need to comply with the disclosure reSuirements set out in the Prospectus Regulationq 
Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’J’q Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 20/’5’€0 andq 
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speci,callyq in the schedules that apply to special types of eSuity linked debt issuances (as 
further detailed in Circular C::; 2/5JJ/).

$here eSuity linked debt instruments are to be issued and offered by a Luxembourg entityq a 
reSuirement for approval by a general meeting of shareholders may as a rule applyq including 
for the purpose of withdrawing the statutory preferential rights of existing shareholders.

Under the Lux:E Rulesq convertible or exchangeable bonds may only be admitted to trading 
on one of the markets operated by the Lux:E if the underlying shares have themselves been 
previously admitted to trading on the same marketq or on another market offering similar 
assurances. By derogationq these securities mayq howeverq be admitted to trading if the Lux:E 
is satis,ed that the holders of the debt instruments have received all the reSuired information 
to form an opinion on the value of the shares related to such debt instruments.

As far as the listing of greenq social and sustainable bonds on the Lux:E is concernedq issuers 
will need to comply with certain speci,c disclosure reSuirements and obtain an independent 
assessment on the use and management of the proceeds to 9oin the LGX. To remain on 
the LGXq issuers will have to commit to ex post reporting obligations (to ensure that the 
proceeds are used to ,nance greenq social and sustainable pro9ects). Additionallyq the LGX 
eligibility criteria for sustainability linked bonds are built on the ICMA‘s :ustainability-Linked 
Bond Principlesq which cover ,ve core principles•

1 selection of key performance indicatorsj

1 calibration of sustainability performance targets (:PTs)j

1 the bond must include a ,nancial or structural impact (or both)q involving trigger 
event(s).

1 reportingj and

1 independent and external veri,cation of performance.
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;or the purposes of Luxembourg lawq the classi,cation of security as eSuity or debt will 
be determined by a substance approachq taking into account the relevant features of the 
securities. Typical features of eSuity instruments include voting rights alongside holders of 
common share capitalq participation in the pro,ts of the issuerq right to liSuidation proceeds 
and the residual value of the issuer as well as subordination to all other creditors.

The Prospectus Regulation expressly de,nes eSuity securities as shares and other 
transferable securities eSuivalent to shares in companiesq as well as any other type of 
transferable securities issued by the same issuer (or another entity belonging to the same 
group)q giving the right to acSuire shares or transferable securities eSuivalent to shares.

Converselyq typical features of debt instruments include a claim for payment of principalq 
,xed or variable interestsq no voting rights alongside shareholders and no participation in 
liSuidation proceeds.
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The content of a Prospectus Regulation or a Lux:E Rules compliant prospectus will differ in 
an eSuity issue or a debt issue and different elements will need to be provided to investors. 
In additionq debt instruments may bene,t from certain exemptionsq which may preclude the 
Suali,cation of a securities offer as a public offerq or which may otherwise provide for an 
exemption to draw up and publish a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus.
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Provided that the transfer Suali,es as an exempt offer pursuant to the Prospectus Regulation 
or the Prospectus Law of /6 zuly 20/’ on prospectuses for securities (the Prospectus Law) 
(or both) no general restrictions are imposed on the transferability of debt securities.

Any subseSuent offer Sualifying as an offer of securities to the public within the meaning of 
the Prospectus Regulation or the Prospectus Law (or both) will be sub9ect to the obligation 
to publish a prospectus unless an exemption applies.

It is customary for certain transaction documentation (notably the underwriting agreement 
and the offering memorandum) to include an undertaking by the underwritersq directors or 
managers not to offer and sell the debt securities in a way that could trigger the obligation 
to publish a Prospectus Regulation compliant prospectus under the applicable laws and 
regulations.

Typicallyq these undertakings are devised to make sure that the relevant offer of securities 
falls under one of the exemptions provided for in the Prospectus Regulation or the 
Prospectus Law (or both).
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Under the EU harmonised legal framework for mutual recognition of prospectuses under the 
Prospectus Regulationq when Luxembourg is the host member state (within the meaning 
of the Prospectus Regulation)q the prospectus and any supplement theretoq is valid for an 
offer of securities to the public in Luxembourg or an admission to trading on the Regulated 
Marketq as soon as the ;inancial :ector :upervisory Commission (C::;) and the European 
:ecurities and Markets Authority (E:MA) have received a certi,cate of approval from the 
competent authority of the home member state of the issuerq attesting that the prospectus 
has been drawn up in accordance with the Prospectus Regulation. In such casesq the C::; 
does not undertake any approval or administrative procedures relating to the prospectus.
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No speci,c rules apply to securities offered outside Luxembourg by a Luxembourg issuerq 
except when Luxembourg is the home member state (within the meaning of the Prospectus 
Regulation)q in which case the Prospectus Regulation (including the EU harmonised 
framework for the passporting of prospectuses) and the Prospectus Law will apply similarly.
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Under the EU harmonised rules for mutual recognition of prospectusesq issuers of debt 
securities that obtain the approval of a prospectus (in the context of an offer of securities to 
the public or an admission to trading on a regulated market) in another member stateq may 
reSuire the competent authority of the relevant home member state to notify the C::; and 
the E:MA to passport their prospectus.

Once this process is completedq the issuer will be allowed to offer the relevant debt securities 
in Luxembourg or have its securities admitted to trading on the Regulated Market (or both) 
(in the latter caseq the Lux:E in its capacity as market operator of the Regulated Market will 
still need to approve the listing application).
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Underwriting activities in connection with Luxembourg debt capital markets follow the 
prevailing standards in the international capital markets very closelyq notably those set out 
by the ICMA.

Underwriters will typically agree to purchase the offered securitiesq for subseSuent 
distribution to investors. A typical underwriting agreement will include the issuer‘s 
representations and warrantiesq the agreement to purchase and sell the debt securitiesq 
the covenants and undertakings of the issuerq the terms of the offering and the applicable 
indemnity clauses.

In generalq there are no fundamental differences in the underwriting arrangements for a 
public offering or private offering.
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Eow are unberwriterp regulatebI jp aDDroval resuireb witO repDect to 
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Underwriters established in Luxembourg are sub9ect to a licensing reSuirement with the 
C::; and to its supervision (unless duly licensed in another member state).

Other than the reSuirements set out previouslyq underwriting agreements related to debt 
issuances are not sub9ect to the approval of the C::;.
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As a signi,cant international ,nancial centreq Luxembourg hosts several clearing and 
settlement agents with notable backgrounds and experience in public offers and admission 
to trading in Luxembourg.

Clearstream Banking :Aq LuxC:D :Aq Euroclear Bank :A5N' and BNY Mellon C:D :A5N' are 
the main players.

:ettlement and execution of debt issuances will fundamentally depend on the form of 
representation of the securities.

In any eventq settlement and delivery of debt instruments occur typically on a 
payment-against-delivery basisq on the second day following the end of the offer or 
placement period. Regardless of the actual form of the debt securities (bearerq registered or 
dematerialised)q the debt instruments are subseSuently registered in the books of the entity 
operating the relevant settlement system and thereafter credited to investors through the 
accounts held with the participant ,nancial intermediaries.

Admission to trading willq as a ruleq occur on the date of settlement and issue of the debt 
securities.
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The traditional and most commonly used form of representation for debt securities in 
Luxembourg is the registered form or bearer form.

In both casesq the issuance is either represented by a global note deposited with a custodian 
or common depositaryq who will keep the global note for the account of the central securities 
depository or depositaries or registered in the bondholders‘ register maintained by the 
Luxembourg issuer at its registered o7ce or an appointed registrarq on behalf of a nominee 
for the account of the central securities depository or depositaries. These debt securities 
are represented by book-entry rights that may subseSuently be credited on the accounts of 
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the C:D‘s participants with the relevant number of issued debt instrumentsq who in turn will 
(directly or indirectly) credit the securities accounts of the ultimate investors.

The applicable terms and conditions will provide only for certain exceptional circumstances 
in which de,nitive notes may be issuedq notably in scenarios where there is a severe 
disruption of the accepted clearing systems.

The Law of 6 April 20/H on dematerialised securitiesq as amendedq (the 20/H Law) 
introduced in Luxembourg the concept of dematerialised securities. This law reSuires the 
whole issuance of (debt) fungible instruments through a single securities issuance account 
maintained with a settlement organisationq which is reSuired to be based in Luxembourg and 
speci,cally licensed as such. Once the dematerialised debt instruments are registered on 
the single securities issuance account they can be transferred and held through securities 
accounts opened in the name of the relevant investors with ,nancial intermediaries.

The 20/H Law has contributed to the modernisation of Luxembourg securities law by 
providing enhanced legal certainty and exibility for cross-border issues and holdings of 
securities. It is interesting to note in this respect that further to recent amendments to 
the said lawq dematerialised securities can now also be directly issued by using blockchain 
technology.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x
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Management of outstanding debt securities by Luxembourg issuers or in relation to debt 
securities admitted to trading on one of the markets operated by the Lux:Eq follows the 
prevailing market practices in the international capital markets and will depend on the 
goals and needs of the relevant issuerq on the overall market conditions and the terms and 
conditions applicable to the relevant debt securities.

During the 200€ global ,nancial crisis and recent covid-/’ pandemicq there was a 
considerable increase in the number of interactions between issuers and investors (acting 
through trustees or other ,duciaries) in the context of liability management transactionsq 
for the purpose of obtaining consent for certain actions (notablyq in connection with rating 
triggers) as well as tender and exchange offersq as issuers sought to take advantage of 
arbitrage opportunities or to extend the maturities of outstanding issuances.

Issuers often re-purchase their debt securities on the open market.

;or debt securities listed on the Regulated Market or the Euro MT;q these interactions are 
sub9ect to mandatory disclosures and public dissemination reSuirementsq allowing investors 
and the market to have access to such information.
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hre tOere any reDorting oTligationp tOat are imDopeb after offering of beTt 
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$here debt securities are admitted to trading on the Regulated Market and the issuer‘s 
home member state (within the meaning of the Directive 20045/0’5ECq as amended (the 
Transparency Directive) is in Luxembourgq reporting and disclosure obligations will apply 
to the issuer of such securities pursuant to the law of // zanuary 200€ on transparency 
reSuirementsq as amendedq implementing the Transparency Directive in Luxembourg (the 
Transparency Law). Moreoverq the issuer will be sub9ect to the obligations set out in the 
Market Abuse Regulation and the Luxembourg :tock Exchange (Lux:E) Rules.

:ince 4 March 2022q reporting under the Transparency Law and certain reporting under 
the Market Abuse Regulation must be ,led through a new ;inancial :ector :upervisory 
Commission (C::;) platform called eRII: (electronic Reporting of Information concerning 
Issuers of :ecurities
).

Under the Transparency Lawq issuers are notably reSuired to•

1 ,leq store and publish regulated information (within the meaning of the Transparency 
Law)q which comprisesq inter aliaq ,nancial informationj and

1 disclose any changes in the rights of holders of debt securities or the issuance of new 
debt securities.

:peci,c exemptions from the reporting and disclosure obligations existq notably for certain 
public law bodies and debt securities with a minimum denomination of W/00q000.

Under the Lux:E Rulesq issuers whose debt securities are admitted to trading on one 
of the markets of the Lux:E shallq inter aliaq communicate certain information to the 
Lux:Eq including information relating to events affecting the debt securitiesq such as any 
amendment affecting the rights of different categories of debt securitiesq any redemptionq 
any issue or subscription of securities or a change of the issuer‘s name.

Debt securities admitted to trading on the Euro multilateral trading facility (MT;) are 
not sub9ect to the Transparency Law but will be sub9ect to the reporting and disclosure 
obligations set out in the Market Abuse Regulation and the Lux:E Rules.

Issuers with debt securities admitted to trading on the Euro MT; shall publish certain 
information (egq redemption noticesq periodic ,nancial informationq changes to the rights of 
bondholders) in accordance with the Lux:E Rules.

Pursuant to the Market Abuse Regulationq issuers whose debt securities are admitted to 
trading on a regulated market or the Euro MT; are also reSuired to publish inside information 
as soon as possible (although such publication can be delayed under certain conditions).

Inside information must be disclosed in a manner ensuring fast access to such information 
on a non-discriminatory basis. To ensure such disclosure Luxembourg issuers usually use 
the disclosure services offered by the Lux:E.

The Market Abuse Regulation also reSuires issuers of debt securities to ensure the prompt 
disclosure of all transactions made by persons discharging managerial responsibilities 
within the issuer (PDMRs) and by persons closely associated with PDMRs in relation to the 
debt securities issued or to derivatives or other ,nancial instruments linked thereto.
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In 20/Jq the Lux:E introduced a multi-functional reporting tool  the ;inancial Instruments 
Reporting :ervices Tool (;IR:T)  to publish regulated information in accordance with 
regulatory standards. ;IR:T makes it possible to simultaneously distribute announcements 
to the marketq to the O7cially Appointed Mechanism (as de,ned by the Transparency Law) 
and to the C::;q all through a single portal. The issuer can access the platform either directly 
or via its agent or law ,rm.

Additionallyq the use of a legal entity identi,er (LEI) codeq a uniSue and universal 20-digit 
identi,er designed to permit absolute certainty in the identi,cation of entities participating in 
,nancial transactions and exchanging information with local regulators and trading venuesq 
has become a standard reSuirement under a number of EU regulations and directivesq 
including capital markets legislation. In Luxembourgq issuers with securities admitted to 
trading on the Regulated Market or the Euro MT; are reSuired•

1 to obtain an LEI code prior to the admission to trading becoming effectivej and

1 to have their LEI code active as long as their debt securities are admitted to trading 
on the Lux:E.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x
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Liability for the information given in a prospectus attaches to the issuerq the offerorq the 
person asking for the admission to trading on a regulated market or multilateral trading 
facility or the guarantorq as the case may be.

This principle applies to debt securities and other types of securities. Neither the Prospectus 
Regulation nor the Law of /6 zuly 20/’ on prospectuses for securities (the Prospectus Law) 
foresees an autonomous civil liability regimeq as they mainly establish the situations upon 
which civil liability may be sought and the relevant persons incurring (non-exclusive) liability.

The persons responsible for the prospectus must be clearly identi,ed in the prospectus by 
their names and functions orq in the case of legal personsq by their names and registered 
o7cesq as well as declarations made by them thatq to the best of their knowledgeq the 
information contained in the prospectus is in accordance with the facts and that the 
prospectus makes no omission likely to affect its accuracy.

These declarations will not however exempt from liability (whether liability in tort or 
contractual liability) other parties contributing to the preparation of the prospectusq if it is 
evidenced that they have provided false or misleading information.

The Prospectus Regulation and the Prospectus Law specify that no civil liability shall attach 
to any person solely on the basis of the summaryq including any translation thereofq unless 
it is misleadingq inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the other parts of 
the prospectusq or if it does not provideq when read together with the other parts of the 
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prospectusq key information to help investors when considering whether to invest in such 
securities. The summary shall contain a clear statement to that effect.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x
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The most common remedy in the context of a debt securities offering is the liability for 
incorrectq inaccurate or incomplete information contained in the prospectus.

Under Luxembourg lawq liability towards the underwriters by the issuer or the offeror will in 
general be contractualq whereas the liability of the issuer or the offeror towards investors willq 
as a general ruleq be based on civil liability in tort principles.

Civil litigation may be brought by investors seeking to recover any losses suffered in 
connection with the offer of securities. In additionq administrative proceedings may be 
started by the C::;q following a complaint by a private investor or further to its own initiative.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x
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Both the Prospectus Regulation and the Prospectus Law confer broad powers on the C::; 
to take remedies and sanctions in the presence of improper activities in connection with 
offers of securities in Luxembourg.

The C::; is in particular entitled to•

1 reSuire additional disclosures in the prospectusj

1 suspend a public offer or an admission to trading on the Regulated Market for a period 
of up to /0 consecutive working daysj

1 prohibit or suspend any advertisements regarding an offer to the public for a period 
of up to /0 consecutive working daysj

1 discloseq or reSuire the issuer to discloseq all material information that may in uence 
the assessment of the securities offered to the public or admitted to trading on the 
Regulated Market to ensure investor protection or the smooth operation of the marketj 
or

1 prohibit an offer to the public or trading on the Lux:E.

In this contextq the C::; is entitled to publicly announce that a certain issuerq an offeror or a 
person asking for admission to trading on the Regulated Market is failing to comply with its 
regulatory obligations.
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Moreoverq the C::; may impose administrative ,nes in connection with violations of the 
Prospectus Regulation and the Prospectus Law from W2F0 to W2F0q000 against those who 
obstruct its powers of surveillance and investigation or who have knowingly communicated 
inaccurate or incomplete information. ;urtherq in certain casesq the C::; can impose a ,ne 
against a legal person of up to WF million or up to H per cent of the total annual turnover.

Additionallyq a person who knowingly makes an offer of securities to the public in 
Luxembourg without having obtained approval of a prospectus under the Prospectus 
Regulation and the Prospectus Law may be sub9ectq in the case of a legal personq to a 
criminal ,ne ranging from W2F/ to WF million and in the case of a natural personq from WF00 
to WJ00q000.

The C::; is also the competent authority to monitor compliance with and enforce the 
provisions of the Transparency Law and the law of 2H December 20/6 on market abusesq as 
amended (the Market Abuse Law). The Market Abuse Law implements Directive 20/45FJ5EU 
on criminal sanctions for market abuse (the Market Abuse Directive) in Luxembourg.

To ensure compliance with these textsq the C::; can impose a set of administrative 
sanctionsq the scope of which is completed by various criminal sanctionsq both detailed in 
the Transparency Law and Market Abuse Law.

In terms of administrative sanctions provided by the Market Abuse Lawq the C::; is entitled 
to sanction market abuses (ieq insider dealingq unlawful disclosure of inside information 
or market manipulation) in different mannersq from an in9unction to stop the prohibited 
behaviourq to the issue of a public warning disclosing the name of the person responsible 
for the prohibited behaviour or ,nes of up to WF million (or up to W/F million or /F per cent 
of the total annual turnover in the case of a violation by a legal person) or up to /0 times 
the pro,ts gained or the losses avoided because of the infringement (where those can be 
determined).

Criminal sanctions relating to the same market abuses comprise (to the extent the person 
had the intention to obtain for itself or the bene,t of a third partyq an illicit gain) a ,ne of up 
to WF million or imprisonment of up to four years (or both)q for infringements of the insider 
dealing prohibition (including the recommendation to engage in insider dealing) and market 
manipulation (or a ,ne of up to W/F million in the case of such a violation by a legal person).

The ,nes for infringement of the insider dealing prohibition (including the recommendation 
to engage in insider dealing) can be increased up to /0 times the pro,t derived from the illicit 
transaction and shallq in any eventq not be lower than the amount of the actual pro,t made. An 
attempt to commit any of the prohibited activities shall be punishable by the same criminal 
sanctions.

In the case of a violation of the prohibition to unlawfully disclose inside information (and 
again to the extent the person had the intention to obtain for itself or the bene,t of a third 
partyq an illicit gain with the help of any fraudulent means)q a ,ne of up to WF00q000 or 
imprisonment of up to two years (or a ,ne of up to W/.F million in the case of such a violation 
by a legal person) can be imposedj moreover•

1 administrative (but not criminal) sanctions are also speci,ed against persons 
discharging managerial responsibilities and persons closely associated with them 
(both terms within the meaning of the Market Abuse Regulation) who fail to notify the 
relevant issuer or the C::; of transactions conducted on their own account relating to 
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the securities of that issuer or derivatives or other ,nancial instruments linked theretoj 
and

1 in the case of securities admitted to trading in Luxembourgq the Lux:E supervises 
issuers‘ compliance with the Lux:E Rules. In terms of sanctioning powersq the Lux:E 
can suspend or withdraw from trading any debt security that no longer complies 
withq or whose issuer no longer conforms toq the Lux:E Rules relating to disclosure 
obligationsq except where such measure would be likely to signi,cantly damage the 
interests of investors or compromise the orderly operation of the market.

;urtherq the Lux:E canq on its own initiativeq delist debt securities from trading on a market 
when it ,rmly believes that for speci,c reasonsq the normal and consistent market for these 
debt securities cannot be maintained.

Laq state- u 00 Janyarz 040x
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Preliminary remarks

This summary solely addresses the principal Luxembourg tax conseSuences of the issueq 
acSuisitionq ownership and disposal of bonds and does not purport to describe every aspect 
of taxation that may be relevant to a particular holder.

It assumes that each transaction with respect to the bonds is at arm‘s length and thatq based 
on genuine legal and economic considerationsq the bonds are to be treated as debt for tax 
purposes. Moreoverq it assumes the issuer is a capital company that is fully sub9ect to tax in 
Luxembourg.

This summary does not address the Luxembourg tax conseSuences for a bondholder who•

1 is an investor as de,ned in a speci,c law (egq the law on family wealth management 
companies of // May 200Jq as amendedq the law on undertakings for collective 
investment of /J December 20/0q as amendedq the law on specialised investment 
funds of /H ;ebruary 200Jq as amendedq the law on reserved alternative investment 
funds of 2H zuly 20/6q the law on securitisation of 22 March 2004q as amendedq the 
law on venture capital vehicles of /F zune 2004q as amended and the law on pension 
saving companies and associations of /H zuly 200F)j

1 isq in whole or in partq exempt from taxj

1 acSuiresq owns or disposes of bonds in connection with a membership of a 
management boardq a supervisory boardq an employment relationshipq a deemed 
employment relationship or management rolej or

1 has a substantial interest in the issuer or a deemed substantial interest in the issuer 
for Luxembourg tax purposes. Generallyq a person holds a substantial interest if such 
person owns or is deemed to ownq directly or indirectlyq more than /0 per cent of the 
shares or interest in an entity.

$ithholding tax  bondholders
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Non-resident bondholders

Generallyq payments of interest and principal under bonds made to non-residents of 
Luxembourg are made free from withholding or deduction of or for any taxes of whatever 
nature imposedq leviedq withheld or assessed by Luxembourg or any political subdivision or 
taxing authority of or in Luxembourg. An exception would apply (for instance) to payments 
on instruments that areq in whole or in partq pro,t-sharing instrumentsq in which case a /F 
per cent withholding tax may apply (sub9ect to a domestic law exemption or a double-tax 
treaty reduction).

Individual resident bondholders

Under the law of 2H December 200Fq as amended from time to time (the Relibi Law)q 
payments of interest and similar income made or deemed to be made to an individual who 
is resident in Luxembourg may be sub9ect to a withholding tax of 20 per cent of the payment.

Taxes on income and capital gains  bondholders

Non-resident bondholders

Non-resident bondholders that do not have a permanent establishment in Luxembourg to 
which the bonds or income thereon are attributable are not sub9ect to Luxembourg income 
taxes in respect of any bene,ts derived or deemed to be derived in connection with the bonds.

Non-resident bondholders that have a permanent establishment in Luxembourg to which the 
bonds or income thereon are attributable are sub9ect to Luxembourg income taxes in respect 
of any bene,ts derived or deemed to be derived in connection with the bonds.

Resident bondholders

Individuals

Any bene,ts derived or deemed to be derived from or in connection with bonds that 
are attributable to an enterprise from which an individual derives pro,tsq whether as an 
entrepreneur or pursuant to a co-entitlement to the net value of an enterpriseq are generally 
sub9ect to Luxembourg income tax. A resident individual who invests in the bonds as part of 
such person‘s private wealth management is generally sub9ect to Luxembourg income tax 
in respect of interest and similar income (egq premiums or issue discounts) derived from 
the bondsq except if tax is levied on such income in accordance with the Relibi Law. A gain 
realised by a resident individualq acting in the course of the management of that person‘s 
private wealthq upon the sale or disposalq in any form whatsoeverq of bonds is generally not 
sub9ect to Luxembourg income taxq provided this sale or disposal takes place more than six 
months after the bonds are acSuired. &oweverq any portion of such gain corresponding to 
accrued but unpaid interest is sub9ect to Luxembourg income taxq except if tax is levied on 
such interest in accordance with the Relibi Law. Any bene,t derived by a resident individual 
from the disposal of bonds prior to their acSuisition is sub9ect to income tax as well.

Corporations

A corporate resident bondholder must generally include any bene,ts derived or deemed to 
be derived from or in connection with the bondsq such as interest accrued or receivedq any 
redemption premium or issue discountq as well as any gain realised on the sale or disposalq in 
any form whatsoeverq of the bondsq in its taxable income for Luxembourg corporate income 
and municipal business tax purposes.
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General

If a bondholder is neither resident nor deemed to be resident in Luxembourgq such holder 
willq for Luxembourg tax purposesq not carry on or be deemed to carry on an enterpriseq 
in whole or in partq through a permanent establishment or a permanent representative in 
Luxembourg by reason only of the execution of the documents relating to the issue of bonds 
or the performance by the issuer of its obligations under such documents or under the bonds.

Net wealth tax  bondholders

Corporate bondholders resident in Luxembourg and non-resident corporate bondholders 
that maintain a permanent establishment in Luxembourg to which or to whom such bonds 
are attributable are sub9ect to annual net wealth tax on their unitary value (ieq non-exempt 
assets minus liabilities and certain provisions that are economically connected to such 
non-exempt assets as valued according to the Luxembourg valuation rules)q levied at a rate 
of 0.F per cent if the unitary value does not exceed WF00 million andq to the extent that the 
unitary value exceeds WF00 million at a rate of 0.0F per cent.

Individuals are not sub9ect to Luxembourg net wealth tax.

Inheritance and gift tax  bondholders

$here bonds are transferred for non-consideration•

1 no Luxembourg inheritance tax is levied on the transfer of the bonds upon the death 
of a bondholder in cases where the deceased was not a resident or a deemed resident 
of Luxembourg for inheritance tax purposesj and

1 by way of giftq Luxembourg gift tax will be levied in the event that the gift is made 
pursuant to a notarial deed signed before a Luxembourg notary or produced for 
registrationq directly or indirectlyq before the Registration and Estates Department.

Other taxes and duties

It is not compulsory that the bonds be ,ledq recordedq or enrolled with any court or other 
authority in Luxembourg. No registration taxq stamp duty or any other similar documentary 
tax or duty is due in respect of or in connection with the issue of bondsq the performance by 
the issuer of its obligations under the bondsq or the transfer of the bonds.

A ,xed or ad valorem registration duty in Luxembourg mayq howeverq apply•

1 upon registration of the bonds before the Registration and Estates Department in 
Luxembourg where this registration is not reSuired by lawj or

1 if the bonds are•

1 enclosed to a compulsorily registrable deed under Luxembourg lawj or

1 deposited with the o7cial records of a notary.

;ATCA

The ;oreign Account Tax Compliance Act (;ATCA) was enacted into U: law in March 20/0 as 
part of the &iring Incentives to Restore Employment Act. ;ATCA aims to reduce tax evasion 
by U: citi3ens and reSuiresq among other thingsq foreign ,nancial institutions (;;Is) outside 
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the United :tates to spontaneously provide information about ,nancial accounts heldq 
directly or indirectlyq by speci,ed U: persons or face a H0 per cent U: federal withholding 
tax imposed on certain U:-source payment (;ATCA $ithholding).

To implement ;ATCA in Luxembourgq Luxembourg entered into a so-called Model / 
Intergovernmental Agreement (the IGA) with the United :tatesq and a memorandum of 
understanding in respect thereofq on 2€ March 20/4. The IGA was implemented under 
Luxembourg domestic law by the Law of 24 zuly 20/F (the Luxembourg ;ATCA Law). 
Luxembourg ;;Is that comply with the reSuirements of the IGA and the Luxembourg ;ATCA 
Law will not be sub9ect to ;ATCA withholding.

Under the IGA and the Luxembourg ;ATCA Lawq Luxembourg ;;Is are reSuired to perform 
certain necessary due diligence and monitoring of investorsq and to report to the Luxembourg 
tax authorities on an annual basisq information about ,nancial accounts held by•

1 speci,ed U: investorsj

1 certain U:-controlled entity investorsj and

1 non-U: ,nancial institution investors that do not comply with ;ATCA.

:uch information will subseSuently be remitted by the Luxembourg tax authorities to the U: 
Internal Revenue :ervice.

Bondholders may be reSuired to provide information to the issuer to ensure the issuer‘s 
compliance with the IGA and the Luxembourg ;ATCA Law. In the event that a bondholder 
does not provide the reSuired informationq the issuer may need to report the ,nancial account 
information of such bondholder to Luxembourg tax authorities.

Common reporting standard

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has developed a new global 
standardq the Common Reporting :tandard (CR:)q for the automatic exchange of ,nancial 
information between tax authorities. Luxembourg is a signatory 9urisdiction to the CR: 
and has conducted its ,rst exchange of information with tax authorities of other signatory 
9urisdictions in :eptember 20/Jq as regards reportable ,nancial information gathered in 
relation to ,scal year 20/6. The CR: has been implemented in Luxembourg via the law dated 
/€ December 20/F concerning the automatic exchange of information on ,nancial accounts 
and tax matters and implementing Directive 20/45/0J5EU.

The regulations may impose obligations on the issuer and the bondholdersq if the issuer 
is considered as a reporting ,nancial institution (egq an investment entity) under the CR:q 
so that the latter could be reSuired to conduct due diligence and obtain (among other 
things) con,rmation of the tax residencyq tax identi,cation number and CR: classi,cation of 
bondholders to ful,l its own legal obligations.

Issuer

Corporate income tax and municipal business tax

The issuer is sub9ect to corporate income tax (CIT)q which is levied at a rate of /J per cent 
in the tax year 202H. The CIT is increased with a J per cent surcharge for the unemployment 
fundq bringing the combined rate to /€./’ per cent. The issuer is further sub9ect to municipal 
business tax (MBT). In the municipality of the city of Luxembourgq the MBT rate currently 
stands at 6.JF per cent. The CIT and the MBT add up to an effective tax rate of 24.’4 per 
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cent for the city of Luxembourg. ;or CIT and MBT purposesq taxable pro,ts are determined 
on a single basket (no distinction between income and gains) and worldwide basis. 
Income and pro,tsq losses and expenditure as recognised for local commercial accounting 
purposes determine the Luxembourg taxable basisq sub9ect to certain ad9ustmentsq such as 
corrections under the arm‘s length principle and other ad9ustments contained in domestic 
tax law or tax treaty provisions. ;or Luxembourg tax purposesq the issuer must operate at 
arm‘s length when dealing with associated companies. Moreoverq the issuer must prepare 
proper transfer pricing documentation that must be made available upon reSuest to the 
Luxembourg revenue. In the absence of transfer pricing documentationq the burden of proof 
of the arm‘s length nature of the transaction rests on the taxpayer.

Net wealth tax

The issuer is sub9ect to net wealth tax (N$T) levied every / zanuary of any given year at a 
headline rate of 0.F per cent of its taxable net wealth if the unitary value does not exceed WF00 
million andq to the extent that the unitary value exceeds WF00 millionq at a rate of 0.0F per cent. 
Broadlyq the taxable basis consists of the fair market value of all its (non-exempt) assets 
minus the fair market value of its liabilities and certain provisions that are economically 
connected to such (non-exempt) assets as valued according to the Luxembourg valuation 
rules. The issuer will be liable to an annual minimum N$T under certain circumstances. 
This minimum annual N$T typically amounts to W4q€/F and applies if more than ’0 per cent 
of the total assets of the issuer consist of certain ,nancial assets and such assets exceed 
WHF0q000. :ub9ect to conditionsq all or part of the N$T is creditable against CIT in respect of 
the preceding year.

Value added tax

$here the issuer uses the proceeds to grant interest-bearing loans it carries on an activity 
falling within the scope of the Luxembourg value added tax ('AT). ;or 'AT purposesq its 
revenue in the form of interest is tax-exempt. The issuer should be entitled to recover the 
input 'AT incurred by it if it lends to non-EU borrowers. The issuer will have the obligation to 
register for 'AT purposes with the Luxembourg revenue as a business enterprise. Typicallyq 
it will have to ,le 'AT returns on a monthly basis in addition to an annual 'AT return.

Dividends paid by the issuer

Dividend distributions made by the issuer are sub9ect to a /F per cent Luxembourg dividend 
withholding tax ($&T). A full dividend $&T exemption typically applies when the (direct) 
shareholder of the issuer satis,es the following two conditions for this exemption•

1 it is a capital company resident of a treaty country and sub9ect in its country 
of residence to income tax comparable with the Luxembourg CIT orq alternativelyq 
a company entitled to the bene,ts of Directive 20//5’65EU (Parent-:ubsidiary 
Directive)j and

1 it holds a direct participation in the issuer of at least /0 per cent orq alternativelyq with 
an acSuisition cost of at least W/.2 million for an uninterrupted period of at least /2 
months.

A $&T return for a dividend payment must be ,led within eight days of the moment that the 
dividends are made available. A $&T return should be ,led even if the dividend payment is 
exempt from $&T. LiSuidation distributions are not sub9ect to this $&T.
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Provided that the non-resident parent company owns all of the shares in the issuer for a 
continuous period of at least six monthsq any capital gains derived from a (deemed) disposal 
of the shares in the issuer should not be sub9ect to capital gains tax in Luxembourg.
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In terms of the Luxembourg :tock ExchangeQs (Lux:E) core activitiesq 202H was a stronger 
year than 2022. In November 202Hq the Lux:E passed the /Hq000 new listings mark for 
the ,rst time since 200€q representing W/./€ trillion. The Lux:E also saw a positive growth 
in the number of trades on its markets in 202H and the setting up of new debt issuance 
programmes. In particularq the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 
(Euratom) launched in late December 202H the new EI: Debt Issuance Programmeq a 
landmark programme that our Luxembourg and Belgian o7ces assisted the European 
Commission on.

At the end of November 202Hq the exchange had 4/qH42 securities admitted to listing 
and trading on its marketsq including F€F new greenq social and sustainability securities 
displayed on the Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX)q representing a total value of W20/ 
billion. As the leading exchange for sustainable securitiesq the Lux:E has consolidated its 
,rm commitment to fostering sustainable ,nance and advancing gender ,nance through 
various initiativesq in particular through•

1 expanding the display of gender-focused bonds on the LGXq further to its recent 
commitments with UN $omen to link gender and ,nance (as of December 202Hq 
around 6F gender-focused bonds were listed on the Lux:E and displayed on the LGX)j

1 the release of a study entitled QLinking gender and ,nance• An overview of the 
gender-focused bond marketQq which analyses data on /6’ outstanding listed greenq 
socialq sustainability and sustainability-linked bonds identi,ed via the LGX Data&ubq 
which allocate all or a portion of their proceeds to ,nancing pro9ects or set clear 
ob9ectives that contribute to gender eSuality and women‘s empowermentj

1 the launching for International $omenQs Day 202Hq of the ,rst gender bond issued by 
a :ub-:aharan African issuer  a U:–H2 million bond from NMB Bankq a commercial 
bank in Tan3aniaj

1 the launching in May 202H by ICMA and the Lux:E of ICMA‘s new database dedicated 
to sustainable bond dataq aimed at assisting market practitioners to strengthen their 
knowledge of the sustainable bond marketq follow market developmentsq identify 
sustainable opportunities and incorporate E:G factors in their decisionsj and

1 the welcoming in November 202Hq of the ,rst Cabo 'erdean green bond on the Lux:E 
and the LGX. The pioneering bond focused on the blue economy and issued by the 
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International Investment Bank was referred to as a Marine and Ocean-Based Blue 
Bond and raised ,nancing for sustainable ocean-based pro9ects in the island state.

Another signi,cant milestone was when the LGX reached in December 202Hq the /q000 
outstanding green bonds mark. In addition to encompassing /q000 green bondsq there are 
also around €F0 socialq sustainability and sustainability-linked bonds displayed on LGX. In 
particularq as of H0 November 202Hq the EIB had 6€ securities displayed on the LGX (FF green 
bonds and /H sustainable bonds).

In :eptember 202Hq the Lux:E marked the H-year anniversary of the LGX Data&ub by making 
the LGX Data&ub dashboard publicly available on the Lux:E‘s website. The dashboard 
provides an aggregate view of sustainable bond data of more than /Hq000 sustainable debt 
instruments listed worldwide. It addresses the complex data challenge that asset managers 
and investors are facing in their investments and reporting activities. 

;urther to the adoption of Regulation (EU) 202H52€F’ of /H December 202Hq the EU created 
a single point of access to public ,nancial and non-,nancial information regarding EU 
companies and EU investment products. The European :ingle Access Point (E:AP) will 
give companies more visibility towards investors and open more ,nancing opportunitiesq 
especially for small companies in small capital markets. The E:AP does not impose 
any additional information reporting reSuirements on European companies. :ustainability 
information will also be made available on E:AP. 

In :eptember 202Hq Luxembourg published the ,nal bond report relating to its pioneering 
sovereign sustainability bond issued in :eptember 2020q as foreseen by Luxembourg‘s 
:ustainability Bond ;ramework. The document is primarily aimed at international 
institutional investors and includes allocation and impact reports. The bondq valued at W/.F 
billionq has ,nanced or re,nanced a diverse portfolio of J4 pro9ects across seven different 
sectorsq driving positive environmental and social impacts (includingq the development of 
tram linesq wastewater treatment facilities and the construction of affordable housing). 
Luxembourg was the ,rst European country as well as the ,rst AAA-rated country in the 
world to issue a sustainable sovereign bond. 

One of the listing highlights of 202H was the listing on the Lux:E of the very ,rst ,nancial 
instrument issued by the $orld Bank on a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) and admitted 
to trading on the Lux:E. The admission of this landmark listingq which 9oins the ranks of 
several earlier admissions leveraging DLT technologyq represents a natural step forward for 
the Lux:E and re ects its continuous support to the adoption of digitally native securities in 
the international bond market.

The number of new high yield bond issuances increased in 202H. The increase was 
underpinned by a robust re,nancing activity. Recentlyq liability management transactions 
became an increasingly prevalent method for issuers to ad9ust their capital structure when 
facing ,nancial headwindsq navigating uncertain ,nancial markets or a challenging credit 
environment. The high interest rate environment created a very challenging scenario for 
companies with impending maturities to re,nance their debt raised at a very low price 9ust a 
few years earlier. As a resultq we have seen an increasing number of issuers turning to liability 
management transactionsq including consent solicitationsq tender and exchange offersq to 
tackle those challenges.
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